
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

  

AUTOMATIC CIRCLE SAW LEVELER

 
 

 

Using Revolutionary Servo Tube Technology!

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Open Access Design with Light 
Curtain Technology for Safety 

Machine Automatically stops if Light 
Curtain is broken and restarts where it 
left off when the obstruction is removed. 

NO AIR REQUIRED 

110 VOLT  
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Leveling circle saws 
has never been easier

or more accurate.
Armstrongʼs Automatic

Circle Saw Leveler 
is an accurate and

high capacity machine
with unique features 
that make it easy to
use. It is just what

filers need to keep up
with the requirements 
of todayʼs splined arbor

guide edgers.



 

Automatic Circle Saw Leveler Features: 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

• Armstrong is pleased to announce 

the most technologically advanced 

method of leveling saws ever released 

to date. Thanks to a new form of linear  

positioning, unprecedented 

positional accuracy and simple 

calibration are now available on 

our *NEW* Circle Saw Leveler. This 

upgrade operates solely on a revolution-

ary magnetic drive system that 

subsequently removes all pneumatic 

components completely. No more 

concerns about dry air, dirty air,           

consistent air pressure, or adjustments 

that are implicit of all pneumatic systems. 

Calibration is a snap, and cylinder 

timing a thing of the past. 

 

• Saws "float" on the centering mandrel, 

just as they do on splined saw 

arbors, so the eye does not distort 

the flatness of the saw plate. The 

Armstrong Leveler works to within 

3/4" (20 mm) of the O.D. of the eye. 

 

• The Armstrong Leveler "remembers" 

how the head filer wants the saw to 

be leveled and stores up to six different 

saw type settings to minimize 

set-up and reduce operator time. 

More saws can be leveled each shift. 

• A non-contact sensor and superior 

saw stabilizing system allows the 

saw plate to be mapped and leveled 

simultaneously. The Armstrong Leveler 

works faster then machines that 

must first rotate the saw 360 degrees 

to read it before leveling can 

take place. Simultaneous mapping 

and leveling allows the Armstrong 

Leveler to get more work done faster! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The color touch screen makes it easy 

and intuitive to operate the Leveler, and 

reports the saws' condition before and 

during leveling. This helps operators 

know exactly how many passes are 

needed, and what settings to use. 

DOUBLE ACTING ROLLS 

CENTER SAW 

The saw is clamped between 

a pair of 3 pc. leveling rolls 

that automatically center 

the saw and levels in both 

directions every pass. 




